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ABSTRACT. When the police have no suspect, they may ask an eyewitness to construct a
facial composite of that suspect from memory. Faces are primarily processed holistically,
and recently developed computerized holistic facial composite systems (e.g., EFIT-V) have
been designed to match these processes. The reported research compared children aged
6–11 years with adults on their ability to construct a recognizable EFIT-V composite. Adult
constructor’s EFIT-Vs received significantly higher composite-suspect likeness ratings from
assessors than children’s, although there were some notable exceptions. In comparison to
adults, the child constructors also overestimated the composite-suspect likeness of their
own EFIT-Vs. In a second phase, there were no differences between adult controls and
constructors in correct identification rates from video lineups. However, correct suspect
identification rates by child constructors were lower than those of child controls, suggesting
that a child’s memory for the suspect can be adversely influenced by composite construction.
Nevertheless, all child constructors coped with the demands of the EFIT-V system, and the
implications for research, theory, and the criminal justice system practice are discussed.
Keywords: eyewitness identification, child witnesses, holistic facial composite, EFIT-V,
video lineup
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Introduction
THE FIRST STEP IN AN INVESTIGATION, when the police have no suspect,
may be to ask an eyewitness to construct from memory a facial composite of
the perpetrator with the assistance of an artist or an operator (McQuiston-Surrett,
Topp, & Malpass, 2006). The aim is that someone familiar with that suspect
will recognize them from the composite. Feature-based facial composite systems,
developed in the twentieth century (e.g., E-FIT, FACES; Identikit, Photo-FIT; see
Davies & Valentine, 2007 for a review), require constructor-witnesses to verbally
describe the suspect, and to select individual facial features in order to assemble
a final composite of the suspect’s face. Composite recognizability, which can be
measured by naming accuracy or by ratings of composite-suspect likeness, is partly
dependent on description quality (Davies, Shepherd, Shepherd, Flin, & Ellis, 1986;
Koehn & Fisher, 1997), and many people, particularly children, find providing a
description difficult (Finger & Pezdek, 1999; Paine, Pike, Brace, & Westcott,
2008). Individual feature recognition also conflicts with our propensity to process
faces holistically as a Gestalt (Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997).
Therefore, perhaps unsurprisingly, adult constructor’s feature-based composites
are often a poor likeness of the suspect (e.g., Davies & Valentine; Hasel & Wells,
2007), and children’s are normally worse (e.g., Flin, Markham, & Davies, 1989).
This may be a consequence of children’s less matured face recognition ability
(e.g., Shapiro & Penrod, 1986), as well as their limited vocabulary with which to
describe the suspect’s appearance and features (Paine et al.). These factors have
meant that the police in the UK have historically been reluctant to ask children
under 10-years-of-age to construct a feature-based composite (Paine et al.).
Recently developed holistic composite systems designed to promote the
recognition of whole faces may offer a solution (e.g., EFIT-V: Solomon, Gibson, & Maylin, 2012; EvoFIT: Frowd et al., 2005). Indeed, adult constructed
holistic composites are often more recognizable than feature-based composites
(Davis, Sulley, Solomon, & Gibson, 2010; Frowd et al., 2005). Field studies of
real police investigations have also found that force-wide implementation of a
holistic system to replace a feature-based system can increase suspect identification rates (e.g., Frowd et al., 2010; Solomon et al.). Most UK police forces
and many worldwide, regularly employ holistic systems, and yet, no published
empirical research has examined whether holistic system technology is suitable
for use with child eyewitnesses.
Therefore, the primary aim of the research described in this article was to fill
this gap in empirical knowledge. Children of 6–11 years-of-age and a comparison
group of adults, constructed from memory a composite of an actor “suspect”
using the holistic system EFIT-V. They were assisted by a system operator. In a
real investigation, if the police locate a suspect, a witness, including those who have
constructed a composite, may be asked to view an identity parade or lineup to see if
they can identify the offender. Recent research suggests that EFIT-V construction
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enhances subsequent adult’s lineup accuracy (Davis, Gibson, & Solomon, 2014),
and a secondary aim of the current study was to examine whether similar effects
would be found with children. A final aim was to assess whether constructor’s selfassessments of composite-suspect similarity are grounded in objectivity, as these
might be used to decide whether to place investigative weight on a composite.

Age-Effects in Composite Construction
Evidence suggests that the face recognition ability of children improves as
they mature (Bruce et al., 2000), and that this may generalize to facial composite
construction (e.g., Flin et al., 1989). However, only three previous studies examining children’s feature-based composite construction ability have included an
adult comparison group (Flin et al., 1989; Kehn, Renken, Gray, & Nunez, 2014;
Paine et al., 2008), important for establishing whether composite recognizability
is age-related, or down to system limitations, as adult’s feature-based composites
are often poor anyway. Flin et al. (1989) found that adults produced the most
recognizable Photo-FITs followed consecutively by children of 11–12 years and
8–9 years. Paine et al. also found a positive relationship between constructor age
and E-FIT recognizability in children aged 6, 8, and 10–years and adults. Last,
Kehn et al. found a positive relationship between constructor age and FACES
recognizability in constructors between the ages of 5 and 17 years, at which age,
composite recognizability matched those produced by adults. Of studies with no
adult controls, Davies, Tarrant, and Flin (1989) found no differences in Photo-FITs
constructed by 6–7 or 10–11 year old children. In contrast, Schwartz-Kenney, Norton, Chalkey, Jewett, and Davis (1996) found that 8–9 year-olds constructed more
recognizable Identikits than 5–6 year-olds.
One theoretical explanation for these developmental differences is that adults
and older children may be more sensitive than young children to the configurational properties of faces (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998). Four-year-old
children can detect changes to the configurations between facial features (e.g.,
de Heering, Houthuys, & Rossion, 2007; Tanaka, Kay, Grinnell, Stansfield, &
Szechter, 1998). However, this ability is linked to the recognition of configurational changes, and younger children are less efficient at processing tasks involving
the encoding of facial configurations (Cassia, Picozzi, Kuefner, Bricolo, & Turati,
2009; Farah et al.), a fundamental requirement in the production of a feature-based
facial composite. As holistic composite production primarily requires whole face
recognition, and there is less emphasis on feature-by-feature encoding; it suggests
that, like adults, children may find a holistic system advantageous. Crucially, it
is not essential to provide a detailed initial verbal description, and possibly for
this reason, adults with intellectual disabilities can construct higher quality holistic than feature-based composites (Gawrylowicz, Gabbert, Carson, Lindsay, &
Hancock, 2012), and this benefit would be expected to transfer to children as well.
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Composite Construction and Lineup Identification
In the current study, after constructing an EFIT-V, constructors subsequently
viewed a video lineup with the aim of identifying the suspect seen in the initial
video. Some previous research has found that face recognition and identification accuracy can be enhanced by creating a composite of that face (e.g., Davis
et al., 2014; for a meta-analysis see Meissner & Brigham, 2001). In contrast,
other research, all employing feature-based systems, has found that composite
construction impairs subsequent identification performance (e.g., Davies, Ellis,
& Shepherd, 1978; Kempen & Tredoux, 2012; Wells, Charman, & Olson, 2005),
particularly if the composite looks nothing like the face it is supposed to depict
(Wells et al.). This suggests that for constructors, a facial composite may provide a
more salient memory than that of the original suspect. Children’s memory is more
susceptible to interfering information than adults (Coxon & Valentine, 1997), and
as their composites tend to be of worse quality, this suggests that child constructors
may be at an increased risk of making an incorrect identification from a lineup.
Paine et al. (2008) included a simultaneous lineup task following E-FIT production,
but found no lineup accuracy differences between adult and child constructors.
However, no non-composite creating controls were recruited. These are required
to determine whether composite production itself influenced lineup accuracy. This
was addressed in the current research, as the lineup identification performance of
the constructors was compared with age-matched non-composite creating controls.
A large body of previous research has revealed that correct suspect identification
rates from a lineup do not differ between non-composite constructing adults and
children, although, if the suspect is not present in the lineup, children tend to make
more incorrect identifications (e.g., Havard & Memon, 2013; Parker & Carranza,
1989). The design of the current research, therefore, allowed an examination of
whether composite construction differentially influenced correct suspect identification rates by child and adult constructors.
Constructor Assessments of Composite Recognizability
In an investigation, the police will have no objective measure as to whether a
facial composite is a good suspect likeness or not. Even if a suspect is subsequently
identified, charged and/or sentenced, the “ground truth” of whether that suspect
is guilty or not cannot always be guaranteed. Decisions by the investigating team
as to the evidential weight that should be placed on a composite during an investigation will often partly be based on the subjective opinion and feedback of the
system operator as to whether they think the composite is likely to be recognized.
If an operator believes that they have worked with a “good” constructor, confident
that they have reproduced an accurate suspect likeness, they will be more likely to
recommend the composite is distributed and publicized. The operators will probably base this opinion on past experience, but just as importantly, from feedback
from the constructor—who will normally provide an informal assessment of satisfaction with their final composite. However, few constructors will have previously
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constructed a composite and it is unclear whether they can actually provide an
informed opinion.
Therefore, the final aim of the current research was to assess whether constructor’s self-assessments of composite-suspect similarity are grounded in objectivity,
as well as whether such assessments are influenced by age. From their memory
of the suspect, the EFIT-V’s were self-rated by their constructors for compositesuspect likeness, as well as the likelihood that they would be recognized by
someone familiar. As an independent measure of composite recognizability, an
additional group of assessors, some of whom were highly familiar with the suspects, also provided composite-suspect likeness ratings.
Summary and Hypotheses
In summary, adult and child constructors constructed an EFIT-V of a suspect from memory and then subsequently attempted to identify that suspect from
a video lineup. To measure the influence of EFIT-V construction on outcomes,
non-composite creating age-matched controls also attempted to identify the suspect from a lineup. From composite-suspect likeness ratings provided by independent assessors, and by the constructors themselves, the recognizability of the
EFIT-Vs constructed by adults and children were compared.
We derived the following hypotheses:
1. Based on the applied assumptions that constructor’s self-assessments of
composite recognizability are based on objectivity, it was predicted that
there would be a positive relationship between the constructor’s ratings
of the recognizability of their own EFIT-Vs and those provided by the
independent assessors.
2. Consistent with previous research finding that facial composites constructed by adults are of higher quality than those by children (e.g., Flin
et al., 1989; Paine et al., 2008), we predicted that ratings of compositesuspect similarity provided by the constructors and independent assessors
would be higher for EFIT-Vs produced by adult than by child constructors.
3. Based on previous research finding that adult identification of faces is
enhanced by previously constructing a composite of that face (Meissner &
Brigham, 2001), particularly when using EFIT-V (Davis et al., 2014), we
hypothesized that when viewing video line-ups, rates of correct suspect
identification would be higher by adult constructors than by adult controls
who did not create a composite.
4. Consistent with a large body of research (e.g., Havard & Memon, 2013;
Parker & Carranza, 1989), no differences in correct suspect identification
rates from the lineups were predicted between adult and child controls.
5. Children’s memory is more susceptible to interfering information (Coxon
& Valentine, 1997), and children’s composites are often of lower quality
than adults. Therefore, consistent with the results of Wells et al. (2005),
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TABLE 1. Procedure for Participants in the Different Experimental Conditions
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Participant role
Constructors
Adults
Children
Controls
Adults
Children
Assessors
Suspect–
acquaintance
Suspect–
unfamiliar

n

Stage 1:
Initial
Suspect
Video
Viewing

Stage 2:
Composite
Construction

Stage 3:
CompositeSuspect
Similarity
Ratings

Stage 4:
Lineup
Identification
Decisions

26
31

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

41
35

√
√

—
—

—
—

√
√

42

—

—

√

—

86

—

—

√

—

who found a positive relationship between composite recognizability and
lineup identification accuracy, we predicted that correct suspect identification rates by child constructors would be lower than those of child controls whose memory of the suspect could not be influenced by composite
construction.

Method
Design
Table 1 provides a guide to the design, participant role and procedure. In Stage
1, constructors firstly viewed a video depicting one of two male actor suspects.
In Stage 2, with the assistance of an operator, they constructed an EFIT-V of that
suspect from memory. In Stage 3 they provided composite-suspect similarity and
likelihood of recognition ratings to their own EFIT-V, based on their memory of
the suspect (1–10; in which a high score was indicative of high similarity). At a
later date, independent composite-suspect similarity ratings were also provided to
all the EFIT-Vs by firstly, acquaintances of the suspects (suspect-acquaintance),
and secondly, by unfamiliar assessors (suspect-unfamiliar). The first component
of the study therefore comprised a mixed design with one between-subjects factor:
constructor age group (child, adult), and one within-subjects factor: composite
assessor (constructor, independent), with the dependent variable operationalized
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on the composite-suspect similarity ratings provided to the EFITVs. It also consisted of a correlational element measuring the relationship between the ratings
provided by the constructors and by the independent assessors, as a function of
constructor age group.
An additional group of non-composite creating age-matched controls were
recruited for the second component of the study. These participants viewed the
initial suspect video in Stage 1, and then attempted to identify the suspect from
the lineup in Stage 4. Outcomes from the lineup could be correct suspect identifications, incorrect foil identifications or incorrect rejections of the lineup. This
component comprised a between-subjects design with two factors: constructor
age group (child, adult) and participant role (constructor, control). The dependent
variable was lineup accuracy.

Participants
Child constructors (n = 31, 61% female, age = 6–11, M = 8.8 years) and
controls (n = 35, 29% female, age = 7–10, M = 8.6) were recruited from two UK
schools. Adult constructors (n = 26, 81% female, M = 23.5) and controls (n =
41, 66% female, M = 24.1) were undergraduate students.
The “suspects” were two 21-year-old male actors unknown to controls and
constructors, matching the profile of the most likely type of unfamiliar offender
to be observed by a child witness to a serious crime.
The independent EFIT-V assessors were undergraduate students. Facial composites are designed to be recognized by someone familiar with the suspect and for
this purpose, one group of assessors studied on the same university module as the
two suspects (suspect–acquaintance: n = 42). However, as participant numbers
were low, a second group were recruited who were unfamiliar with the suspects
(suspect–unfamiliar: n = 86). No data of assessor gender or age were collected.1
The female operator, and second author of this article, was an experienced
classroom assistant, and was fully trained in the use of EFIT-V, having attended
the one-week residential training course offered to police operators and organized
by Visionmetric Ltd., the system’s agent.
Additional adult mock witnesses (n = 88) were recruited for a pilot study
employing the mock witness paradigm to ensure that the lineups were not biased.
None participated in any other procedure reported in this article. No data of gender
or age were collected.

Materials
Initial Videos
Initial videos of the two male suspects were employed (1 min each). These
depicted them from the waist up typing on a computer keyboard, mainly from a
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three-quarters view, although each video contained at least 10-sec of the suspect
directly facing the camera.
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Facial Composite System
EFIT-V version 5.4 was used to construct the facial composites (Solomon
et al., 2012).
Constructor Composite-Suspect Likeness Ratings
A post-composite construction questionnaire for constructors requested (1)
likeness estimates of their composite to the suspect (1–10), and (2) confidence
estimates that someone familiar with the suspect would recognize them from the
composite (1–10).2 In both cases, high scores were associated with ratings of high
recognizability.
Video Lineups and Fairness Checks
Two PROMAT video lineups were created, one for each suspect, at a
Metropolitan Police Service station by an experienced police identification suite
officer following guidelines in the Police and Criminal Evidence Act (PACE, 1984,
Codes of Practice, 2011, Code D). The officer filmed a 15-second video clip of
each suspect featuring moving frontal, left and right profile head-and-shoulders
views. He then selected eight foils from a database of over 23,000 matched with
the suspects for age, ethnicity, and general appearance. Foil videos are filmed in
the same environmental conditions, with the same type of camera as those of the
suspects. The suspects agreed the foils were of a suitable likeness, as a suspect
in a police investigation would have opportunity to do. On playback, the lineups
consist of the nine sequentially presented 15-second clips, with suspects and foils
randomly ordered. Each set of nine clips is required to be shown twice. A lineup
member number (1–9) appears with each video clip (see Valentine, Hughes, &
Munro, 2009 for a full description of the video lineup procedure).
To ensure a lineup provides a fair test of a witness’ memory, lineups should
not be biased, in that the police suspect should not stand out in any way from the
foils. To ensure that the current lineups were unbiased, a pilot study employing
the mock witness paradigm was conducted in order to measure lineup fairness
and functional size (see Tredoux, 1998). For the first step of this pilot study,
four volunteers, unfamiliar with the suspects, provided a written description of
both suspects from memory after viewing the initial suspect videos. These were
amalgamated to produce a single modal description of each suspect.
The mock witnesses (n = 84) were then provided with the amalgamated
descriptions while simultaneously viewing randomly arranged full-face lineup
stills of the actor and the eight foils. They were asked to select the image best
matching the description. A lineup is considered fair if the suspect is not selected
more often than expected by chance. The functional size of a lineup denotes how
many of the lineup members are ‘plausible’ in that they meet the description. A
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value close to the total number of members in the lineup (e.g., nine) indicates that
the majority are plausible and that the lineup is not biased against the suspect.
It was found that all foils were selected by at least one of the mock witnesses,
and there was no evidence of bias as both Actor A and Actor B were selected
by 14% of mock witnesses (1% CI: 7%–22%). These values did not significantly
differ from chance rates of 11.1% (p > .05) suggesting that neither suspect stood
out in any way. Tredoux (1998) also demonstrated that the functional size of each
lineup was fair. Indeed, based on the upper 99% CI, all of the members of the
lineups of both actors were plausible, and in a real investigation would provide
a fair test of a witness’ memory (Actor A: 7.22; 99% CI = 6.03–9.01; Actor B:
7.84; 99% CI = 6.78–9.29).
Video Lineup Questionnaire
A lineup questionnaire recorded participants’ lineup selections (yes/no), and
if the response was “yes,” which member of the lineup (1–9).
Procedure
All child controls and constructors participated in quiet areas within schools.
The adult constructors and controls participated in a university laboratory. After
providing consent/assent, controls and constructors were asked to attend to one
of the two initial suspect videos in Stage 1. All were aware that they would be
creating a composite of the suspect.
Shortly afterwards, and, as in a real investigation, in Stage 2, in an atmosphere
designed to be conducive to making the constructors feel comfortable, the operator
interviewed the constructors using elements of the Cognitive Interview (CI; see
Memon, Meissner, & Fraser, 2010 for a review of the CI’s positive effects on
improving the quantity and quality of eyewitness testimony). In particular, the
constructors were asked to provide a free recall verbal description of the suspect.
The operator then demonstrated how the EFIT-V system worked and proceeded
to produce an EFIT-V, under the guidance of the constructor. In case the children
found EFIT-V construction too complex, the operator provided prompts (e.g., “are
you happy to carry on?” and “are you still enjoying this?”) to allow them to stop
at any time without losing “face,” and was prepared to finish if any appeared
unable to understand the instructions or seemed upset. In the event, none of the
children demonstrated a lack of understanding, or appeared distressed by the
procedure.
The first phase in EFIT-V construction is to enter gender and ethnicity keywords (see Solomon et al., 2012 for a full description of the EFIT-V procedure).
The constructor then selects a hairstyle and hair color from a large database. A
series of arrays consisting of nine color computer-generated but photo-realistic
whole face images possessing that hairstyle are then presented, and the constructor selects or rejects those meeting their memory of the suspect. A second array
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is then displayed and using an interactive evolutionary algorithm, the variability
of the faces within the arrays reduces as successive arrays are displayed, until,
the constructor can no longer choose between them, and in a perfect scenario, the
faces within the final array are highly similar to the constructor’s memory of the
suspect. At any phase of the process, various “holistic” sliders (e.g., age, health,
skin tone) can be used to adjust facial properties, and individual feature (eyes,
nose, mouth, etc.) adjustment is also possible (e.g., size, placement). Construction
was finished when the constructors stated they were satisfied with the composite.
In Stage 3, the constructors were asked to verbally provide responses for the
post-composite construction questionnaire. At a later date, the suspect-unfamiliar
and suspect-acquaintance independent assessors viewed one of two counterbalanced PowerPoint presentations in order to provide composite-suspect similarity
(1–10) ratings to all 57 composites on a response sheet. Each slide depicted one
composite, and two stills from the initial suspect video.
For approximately the same time as constructors took to create an EFITV, controls provided a free recall description of the suspect and then they either
returned to their classes (children), or were asked to wait in the laboratory (adults).
Reading material was provided to the adult controls.
In Stage 4, controls and constructors viewed a video lineup containing the
suspect approximately one-hour after viewing the initial suspect video. None had
been informed in advance that they would be asked to take part in this stage. As
required in PACE (1984, Code D) they were warned that the suspect they saw in
the initial video may or may not have been present in the lineup. Upon completion,
they verbally responded to the lineup questionnaire.
Data Analysis
All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS. Unless otherwise reported, alpha was maintained at .05, and multiple comparisons were Bonferonni-corrected.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were employed to examine the relationships
between constructor and independent assessor’s composite-suspect similarity ratings, with a mixed ANOVA used to examine differences between these ratings
provided to children’s and adult’s EFIT-Vs. Hierarchical log-linear analyses and
chi-square tests examined the effects of condition on lineup outcomes.3
Results
The time it takes to construct an EFIT-V was recorded. The overall mean time
to construct an EFIT-V was 21.2 minutes (SD = 9.6). However, an independent
measures t-test revealed that the adult constructors took significantly longer than
the child constructors (M = 27.7 min, SD = 9.2 vs. M = 15.8 min, SD = 6.0
respectively, t(55) = 5.87, p < .001).
The next set of analyses examined the first two hypotheses predicting positive
relationships between the composite-suspect similarity ratings provided by the
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TABLE 2. Mean Combined EFIT-V Constructor’s (n = 57) and Independent
Assessor’s (n = 128) Composite-Suspect Similarity Ratings (1–10) to the 57
EFIT-Vs as a Function of Constructor Age Group

Age group

n

Adults
Children

26
31

Independent
Assessors2

Constructors1
4.9
6.4

(1.6)
(2.0)

3.3
2.1

(1.0)
(0.7)

Note. SD in parentheses.
1Constructors (n = 57) rated their own composite only, and the reported data are the mean
combined responses as to the likeness of their EFIT-V to the suspect (1–10), and confidence
estimates that someone familiar with the suspect would recognize them from the EFIT-V
(1–10).
2Combined composite-suspect similarity ratings provided by suspect-acquaintance (n = 42)
and suspect-unfamiliar independent assessors (n = 86) to all EFIT-Vs (1–10).

constructors and the independent assessors to the 57 EFIT-Vs, as well as differences between the ratings given to the composites constructed by adult and child
constructors.
Composite-Suspect Similarity Ratings
Table 2 depicts the mean constructor and independent assessor compositesuspect likeness ratings to the EFIT-Vs as a function of constructor age group. A
Pearson’s correlation test employed to test the first hypothesis that there would be
a positive relationship between the constructor’s ratings and those provided by the
independent assessors to the 57 EFIT-Vs was not significant, r(57) = –.06, p > .2.
Two follow up tests were conducted with the ratings to the children’s and adult’s
EFIT-Vs separated. These revealed that there was a significant positive correlation
between the independent and constructor ratings to the 26 adult EFIT-Vs, r(26) =
.46, p < .05; but not to the 31 children’s EFIT-Vs, r(31) = .01, p > .2. Therefore,
the first hypothesis was supported, but only for the adult constructors.
The second hypothesis predicting that children’s EFIT-Vs would be of worse
quality than adults was tested using a 2 (between-subjects age group factor: adult,
child) x 2 (within subjects rating type factor: constructor, independent) mixed
ANOVA conducted on the data from Table 2. The main effect of rating type was
significant, F(1, 55) = 140.73, p < .001, η2 = .719; constructor’s ratings (M = 5.7,
SD = 2.0) were significantly higher than the independent ratings (M = 2.7, SD =
1.1). The interaction between age group and rating type was also significant, F(1,
55) = 30.75, p < .001, η2 = .359. Follow-up tests revealed that child constructor’s
EFIT-V ratings were significantly higher than adults, t(55) = 3.13, p < .05. In
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TABLE 3. Number of Participants and Percentage of Each Video Lineup Outcome as a Function of Age Group and Participant Role

Correct
suspect ID
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Age
Adult
Children

Incorrect
foil ID

Incorrect
lineup
rejection

Role

n

n

%

n

%

n

%

Constructors
Controls
Constructors
Controls

26
41
31
35

9
13
6
15

34.6
31.7
19.4
42.9

4
13
13
17

15.4
31.7
41.9
48.6

13
15
12
3

50.0
36.6
38.7
8.6

Note. Video lineups contained the “guilty” suspect and eight foils. Selections could be of the
suspect, one of the foils, or the lineup could be incorrectly rejected by the participant.

contrast, and as predicted, the independent ratings for EFIT-Vs constructed by
adults were significantly higher than those constructed by children, t(55) = 5.26,
p < .05.
Video Lineup Responses
Further analyses tested the last three hypotheses predicting that lineup accuracy would vary by participant role and age group. Table 3 displays the video
lineup outcomes (correct suspect ID, incorrect foil ID, incorrect lineup rejection)
as a function of age group (adult, child) and participant role (constructor, control).
“Not sure” responses were analyzed as lineup rejections (n = 3).4 Overall, 32.3%
of outcomes were correct identifications of the suspect, 35.4% were incorrect foil
identifications and 32.3% were incorrect lineup rejections. A series of analyses
were conducted to test the third, fourth and fifth hypotheses predicting that rates
of correct identification from the lineup would be influenced by experimental
condition.
A hierarchical backward elimination log-linear analysis (probability for removal p < .05) examined the hypotheses that rates of accuracy (correct suspect
identification vs. combined incorrect decisions: foil ID, lineup rejection) would
vary as a function of age group and participant role. This produced a model
with the likelihood ratio, χ 2(6) = 8.01, p = .237. The only significant effect
was that of accuracy, the majority of participants failed to correctly identify the
suspect.
Additional planned chi-squared tests were conducted on the simple effects of
participant role for each age group. The first examining the adults, found that in
contrast to predictions in the third hypothesis, there were no significant differences
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in correct suspect identification rates between adult constructors and adult controls
(Odds Ratio: OR = 1.09), χ 2(1, 67) < 1,  = .030. However, significant simple
effects of participant role for the child age group revealed that as predicted in the
fourth hypothesis, child controls were approximately twice as likely to make a
correct suspect identification than child constructors (OR = 2.21), χ 2(1, 66) =
4.19, p < .05,  = .210.
The simple effects of age group on participant role were also analyzed. The
first, supporting the fifth hypothesis, found that as expected there were no differences in correct suspect identification rates between the adult and child controls
(OR = 0.74), χ 2(1, 66) = 1.00, p > .2,  = .115. Furthermore, even though
the adult constructors were nearly twice as likely than child constructors to make
a correct suspect identification this comparison was also nonsignificant (OR =
1.79), χ 2(1, 57) = 1.70, p > .1,  = .173.
As the correct suspect identification rates were influenced by participant role
and age group, additional tests examined whether the remaining lineup choices
(foil ID, lineup rejection) differed as a function of these variables. For this, two
three-way (age group, participant role, outcome) hierarchical log-linear analyses
examined the influence of age group and participant role on firstly, foil IDs, and
secondly, incorrect rejections.
The log-linear analysis examining foil identifications (foil identification vs.
other decision: suspect ID, lineup rejection) produced a model with a likelihood
ratio, χ 2(4) = 6.27, p = .180; revealing only a significant interaction between
age group and outcome. Children made significantly more foil identifications than
adults (OR = 1.79), χ 2(1, 133) = 5.87, p < .05,  = .210. Follow up tests found
no differences between child controls and constructors (OR = 1.16), χ 2(1, 66) <
1,  = .067; or adult controls and constructors (OR = 2.06), χ 2(1, 67) = 2.24,
p > .05,  = .183.
The final analysis examining incorrect rejections (incorrect rejection vs. lineup
selection: suspect ID, foil ID) produced a model with a likelihood ratio, χ 2(2) =
4.93, p = .085. This model included a significant two-way interaction between
lineup selections and age group – proportionally almost twice as many children
than adults made a selection from the lineup (OR = 1.84), χ 2(1, 133) = 5.52,
p < .05,  = .204. There was also a significant two-way interaction between
lineup selections and participant role – more than twice as many controls than
constructors made a lineup selection (OR = 2.16), χ 2(1, 133) = 6.06, p < .05,
 = .213.
In summary, child constructors provided higher composite-suspect similarity
ratings than adults to the EFIT-Vs that they constructed. These results contrasted
with the opposite pattern of ratings provided by the independent assessors. Furthermore, rates of identification of the suspect by child constructors were significantly
lower than those of child controls.
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Discussion
The primary aim of the research reported here was to examine the ability of
children aged 6–11 years to construct recognizable facial composites using the
holistic system EFIT-V with the assistance of an operator. Their EFIT-Vs were
compared with those constructed by adults. Consistent with predictions, and with
previous research (e.g., Flin et al., 1989; Paine et al., 2008), EFIT-Vs constructed
by adults were rated by independent assessors as closer in likeness to the suspects
than those constructed by children. Nevertheless, all of the children appeared to
fully understand the task demands of creating an EFIT-V. Indeed, some of the child
constructor’s EFIT-Vs were rated as better suspect likenesses than those produced
by the majority of adults: the “best” child-constructed EFIT-V was created by a
seven-year-old.
The ease with which the child constructors coped with the EFIT-V system
may be a consequence of there being no requirement to provide an initial verbal
description—a necessity with an older-style feature-based composite system. Most
of us, but children in particular find this difficult (Paine et al., 2008). With EFIT-V,
only details of gender and ethnicity are required. Furthermore, the primary whole
face construction process required for EFIT-V more closely matches the holistic
processes known to drive face recognition even in the youngest children. Anecdotal
discussions suggested that the child constructors found the process quite familiar
and compared it to making avatars for computer games, and some requested, to
no avail, to use the system themselves rather than have the operator control the
equipment. One possible concern was that the children tended to be satisfied with
the construction process far quicker than the adults. The mean construction time
differed by approximately 12 minutes. It is unclear however, whether this would
be a factor in a real police investigation. Composite production would probably
occur in the distraction-free environment of a police station in which a child
witness would be more motivated to assist the police, rather than, as in the current
research, in a school, with the children knowing that their friends were nearby.
Constructor Composite-Suspect Similarity Ratings
An additional aim of the study was to examine whether constructors were
able to provide realistic assessments of composite-suspect similarity to the EFITVs they constructed. As expected, there was a significant positive relationship
between adult constructor’s own ratings and the independent ratings, suggesting
that adult constructors can provide recognizability ratings that might be used
to assist police decisions as to whether EFIT-Vs should be publicized in a real
investigation. However, the situation with children was different. Even though
child constructed EFIT-Vs received lower independent assessor composite-suspect
similarity ratings than those constructed by adults, the child constructors provided
significantly higher self-ratings to their own EFIT-Vs, than those provided by the
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adult constructors. Furthermore, unlike with the adults, there was no relationship
between child constructors’ ratings and the independent ratings. This suggests
that many child constructors possessed inflated confidence in the recognizability
of their EFIT-Vs, and caution should be taken by the police if decisions as to
composite publication are to be partly based on child constructor’s opinions.
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Video Lineup Outcomes
The construction of a facial composite is often the first step in the acquisition
of eyewitness evidence (McQuiston-Surrett et al., 2006), and while investigating a
real crime a composite constructor may subsequently be asked to view the police
suspect in a lineup. It is therefore of applied interest to examine the mechanisms
underlying the construction of a facial composite and how these might impact
on subsequent recognition. This was measured in the current study by comparing
the video lineup identification performance of the constructors, with age-matched
non-composite creating controls. In contrast to previous research with EFIT-V
(Davis et al., 2014), as well as expectations that construction would enhance
suspect recognition rates, adult constructors (34.6%) and controls (31.7%) made an
approximately equal proportion of correct suspect identifications from the lineups.
Nevertheless, these results stand in stark contrast to previous research employing
feature-based composite systems finding that constructor lineup accuracy was
inferior to that of controls (Davies et al., 1978; Kempen & Tredoux, 2012; Wells
et al., 2005).
The lineup results for the children in the current research however contrast
with those of the adults. Child constructors (19.4%) were less likely to make
correct suspect identifications from the lineup than the child controls (42.9%).
Instead, child constructors were far more likely to reject the lineup (38.7%) than
child controls (8.6%). As the children’s composites tended to be rated by the
independent assessors as less recognizable than those constructed by adults, these
results also suggest that the composite production process may have adversely
impacted children’s memory of the suspect. If replicated in a real investigation,
the concern would be that a child composite constructor would be less likely to
identify the actual suspect from a lineup.
Research Limitations
There were limitations to the current study that might be expected to influence
its forensic validity. Firstly, participant numbers in each lineup condition were relatively low. However, this did not influence the critical analyses relating to the
hypotheses, as non-significant effects were accompanied with low odds ratios and
small effects sizes suggesting that the recruitment of additional participants would
have had little influence on conclusions. Secondly, composite-suspect similarity
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ratings may not exactly assess the same processes that are involved when the suspect depicted in a composite is recognized by someone familiar. However, research
comparing naming rates with composite-suspect similarity ratings provided by assessors familiar with suspects has found similar patterns of results (e.g., Valentine,
Davis, Thorner, Solomon, & Gibson, 2010). Thirdly, only two “suspects” were
included in the design, and even though each suspect was represented within each
condition, generalizability of the results may be limited (see Wells & Windschitl,
1999). Ideally, further research of a similar nature could include additional suspects. Last, accurate memory for faces (for a meta-analysis see Deffenbacher,
Bornstein, McGorty, & Penrod, 2008) and composite recognizability (Davis et al.,
2010; Frowd et al., 2005) tends to be reduced following a delay, and the brief
delay before composite production in the current study would rarely be achieved
in police investigations. Nevertheless, best practice is to attempt to construct a
composite on the same day as the crime, and video lineups in England and Wales
can be assembled in minutes, and the results reported here provide an indication
of the best EFIT-V recognizability and lineup identification rates that could be
expected. Extended delays would reduce performance on both tasks.
Implications
In the UK, guidelines published by the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO, 2009) acknowledge the difficulty witnesses may have in providing a
description of the suspect, which is an essential process when constructing a
feature-based composite. Instead, they suggest that many witnesses may prefer a
holistic system such as EFIT-V as no detailed suspect description is required. This
should provide a benefit to children who particularly find this difficult. Consistent
with previous findings, the research reported here demonstrated that with some
notable exceptions, EFIT-Vs constructed by children tended to be worse than
those constructed by adults. However, even the youngest children were capable
of understanding the technical demands of EFIT-V. Therefore, the system appears
ideal for use in real police investigations involving child witnesses (for examples
of EFIT-Vs constructed by 8-year-old children in a police investigation see “Police
release efits,” 2014). It should be noted that a similar construction process is used
with alternative holistic facial composite systems (e.g., EvoFIT, ID), and it is likely
that the results reported here would generalize to those systems.
The research also demonstrated that following the construction of an EFIT-V,
child, but not adult constructors, were less likely to correctly identify the suspect
from a video lineup. Failure to make an identification might reduce the likelihood
of a conviction in a real case. However, in the UK, a facial composite should only
be constructed if there is no suspect in the case (PACE, 1984, Code D), and an
investigating team will need to weigh up the options of asking a child witness to
construct a composite and at least potentially generating a lead. If no composite
is produced it may well be that no suspect will ever be identified.
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Higher rates of real suspect identification have occurred following the police
replacement of feature-based composite systems with holistic systems (e.g., Frowd
et al., 2010; Solomon et al., 2012). As such, with holistic facial composite systems
becoming the standard for many worldwide police forces, it is hoped that the
research reported here will encourage the use of such systems with young child
witnesses.
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NOTES
1. A Pearson’s correlation test found a strong positive relationship between the compositesuspect similarity ratings provided by the suspect-acquaintance assessors, and those provided by the suspect-unfamiliar assessors to the 57 EFIT-Vs, r(57) = .89, p < .001,
suggesting that regardless of familiarity, these ratings measured the same construct and
therefore for brevity the two groups were pooled for all further analyses.
2. A Pearson’s correlation test found a strong positive relationship between constructors’ self-assessments of EFIT-V recognizability and their belief their composite would
be subsequently recognized, r(57) = .52, p < .001. As these data were therefore essentially measuring the same construct, these data were combined for all further analyses by
calculating each constructor’s mean composite-suspect likeness rating from the two scales.
3. The composite-suspect similarity ratings significantly differed between the EFIT-Vs
constructed of the two suspects, suggesting it may have been easier to construct a likeness
of one than the other. However, this suspect variable did not interact with any other on any
analyses and therefore these suspect data were pooled.
4. All reported analyses on lineup outcomes were conducted with and without the inclusion of the three “not sure” response participants. There were no differences in conclusions.
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